Features

- Pass-Through Construction
- 400 Cnt. Motorized Magazine
- Interlocked Barrier Guarding
- Siemens PLC Controller
- Pressurized Hot Melt System
- Elevated Frame For Sanitation
- Mechanical Indexing Drive
- Programmable Limit Switches
- Casters and Leveling Legs
- Detent Jam Protection Clutch
- Case Carrier Flight Chain
- 2 HP AC Inverted Drive Motor
- Servo Product Loader
- Up To 25 Trays per Minute
- Optional Case Coding
- Optional Product Stacker

Wash-Down Series Available

AW-25 Intermittent Motion Wraparound Packer

www.designmachinemfg.com
Specifications

Case Range (LWD)
Minimum: 6 x 3 x 6
Maximum: 14 x 10 x 16

Packaging Material
Heavy Chipboard
F-Flute Corrugated
E-Flute Corrugated
B-Flute Corrugated
C-Flute Corrugated

Main Voltage
240VAC-3 Phase-60 Hz
480VAC-3 Phase-60 Hz (Optional)

Control Voltage
24VDC (Optional 120VAC)

Speed Range
3-25 Trays Per Minute

Air Consumption
15 CFM @ 80 PSI

Floor Space
74” Width (1880mm)
132” Length (3353mm)
78” Height (1981mm)
69 Square Feet

With a variety of attachments, The AW-25 can be fitted to accommodate many styles of containers. With Heavy-Duty line shafting and variable speed drives the machine can be adjusted to fit any line speed. All materials contacting the cases and product are FDA and USDA approved materials. Main drive is protected with an adjustable detented overload clutch that protects the system from damage in the event of a jam. Other items include high capacity carton magazine, elevated frame for sanitation, heavy-duty case flight chains, efficient dynamic box runner technology, servo product loader and perimeter barrier guarding to mention just a few.
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